SLIP REDUCING ADDITIVE FOR HARDCOAT

HARDCOAT SRA
TECHNICAL DATA
1.0 DESCRIPTION
HARDCOAT Slip Reducing Additive is a powder-like material added to HARDCOAT (or SAME DAY SEALER)
to reduce the slipperiness of HARDCOAT when wet.

2.0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
2.1. Colour

Neutral (may show on dark or coloured surfaces)

2.2. Consistency

Powder - spheres

2.3. Addition rate (typical)

1 part HARDCOAT SRA to 130 parts HARDCOAT Acrylic Sealer
for 4-litres HARDCOAT add 30g SRA.
for 20-litres HARDCOAT add 150g SRA

HARDCOAT SRA may be added at alternative addition rates to suit the application; the above figures are only
a guide; refer application section 4.0 and precautions section 5.0.

3.0 USES
Add HARDCOAT SRA to HARDCOAT that is to be applied onto smooth surfaces that could become slippery
when wet. HARDCOAT SRA when added to HARDCOAT increases the surface friction/grip of the HARDCOAT
and is especially beneficial when wet.
The most common areas coated with HARDCOAT requiring a slip reducing additive are on concrete and
pavers around swimming pools, smooth entrances/exits to buildings, sloped concrete, etc.
Note: If applying several coats, add SRA to the final coat only.

4.0 APPLICATION
HARDCOAT SRA may incorporated directly into the HARDCOAT prior to application of HARDCOAT or broadcast
onto the HARDCOAT between the first and second coats (if applying two coats only).
To incorporate SRA into HARDCOAT, remove approximately 4-litres of HARDCOAT (from a 20-litre drum) or
800ml (from a 4-litre can). Pour the required amount of HARDCOAT SRA into the HARDCOAT drum or can
and shake and roll drum/can until SRA is well dispersed. Add back the HARDCOAT initially removed and
shake. Ensure that the HARDCOAT is stirred regularly during application. For best results, apply the HARDCOAT
by roller.
When broadcasting HARDCOAT SRA, apply by hand or use suitable equipment. Apply the first coat of
HARDCOAT to the substrate, then broadcast the SRA evenly before this first coat dries. After the first coat
is properly dry (refer HARDCOAT datasheet), apply the second coat of HARDCOAT.
(continued on reverse).
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HARDCOAT SRA
TECHNICAL DATA Continued
5.0 PRECAUTIONS
HARDCOAT SRA may show on some surfaces, especially darker and/or coloured surfaces. Before applying,
take a small quantity of HARDCOAT, add HARDCOAT SRA (unless already incorporated as supplied) and
apply to a small test area to check whether the HARDCOAT SRA application is acceptable. Adjust the addition
rate as appropriate to achieve the desired result. Allow the test area to dry completely.
HARDCOAT SRA is not required and is not recommended on highly textured surfaces (for example, on
exposed aggregate). Such surfaces do not generally present a slipping hazard and the SRA may concentrate
into the pores during application and drying, resulting in an unsatisfactory appearance.
HARDCOAT SRA should only be used for the final coat. If used in several coats, it may spoil the desired finish.
Once again, it is emphasised that a small test area must be completed first before proceeding with the
complete job.

The information contained in this data sheet, is to the best of our knowledge accurate and any recommendations or suggestions
which may be made are without liability on our part, since the conditions of use are beyond our control. Users are urged to make
their own assessment of our products under their own conditions and for their own requirements. Stratmore Construction Solutions
Limited reserves the right to alter formulations without notice. Properties as stated were determined under controlled laboratory
conditions. This data sheet may be updated without notice. Please ensure you have the latest copy. If you are a customer, then any contract with
you is in accordance with our latest terms and conditions, which are available to download from our website. Where goods are acquired for business
purposes, Parts 1 to 4 of the Consumers Guarantee Act 1993 will not apply. To the maximum extent permitted by law, we have no liability (whether
statutory, in contract or tort, including negligence) to buyers, users or specifiers of our products for any physical, direct or indirect damage, economic
loss or any other loss or costs caused or contributed by us or any of our agents or employees in respect of any goods or services supplied. Also
to the maximum extent permitted by law, all conditions and warranties expressed or implied by statute or common law, equity, trade custom or
usage or otherwise howsoever are excluded. If, notwithstanding the foregoing, Stratmore Construction Solutions Limited is found to have any
liability, then it is agreed that the liability is nevertheless limited to the price of the relevant goods or services purchased from us.
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